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Please do the following exercises in the English Literature Exercise Book 
 

A. Answer the following question. 
1. Who is at the fair? 

Ans: Gerry and his family are at the fair. 
2. Who is having a chat with his friend.? 

Ans: Grandfather is having a chat with his friend Mr. Ben. 
3. What did father and mother win? 

Ans: Father won a brown teddy bear and mother won a bottle of jam. 
4. What does Tina eat the fair? 

Ans: Tina eats chocolate cupcakes and a huge burger. 
      

B. Fill in the blanks. 
 
1. He won a brown teddy bear. 
2. Grandfather is at the Tea Stall. 
3 He wants to win the bicycle which is the grand prize. 
4. We had a jolly, good time at the fair. 
5. Her plate is piled high with chocolate cupcakes and a huge burger. 
6. My parents are now at the Tea Stall with Grandpa. 
7. Mitch the witch read out a spell to repair the roof. 
8. She was delighted and pleased with herself. 
9. She walked across the lawn and there it was! On her magic tree. 
10.  Thank God she was a witch and she knew magic. 
 
C.Write true or false. 
 
1. Mitch had a hole in her hat. False 
2. Mitch the witch always took off her hat. False 
3. Mitch will fix the roof with her magic pencil. False 
4. Mitch could not find her magic book. True 
5. Mitch is a Fairy Godmother. False 
6. Mother won a bottle of pickle. False 
7. Grandfather must have a cup of tea at 4 o’clock. True 
8. Jeff is eight years old. True 
9. A man on a bike is inside a huge cage. False 

   10. Tina is with Jeff on the roller coaster. False 
 
D. Underline the correct answer. 
 
1. We are at the zoo/fun fair. 
2. Grandfather is at the Shooting Stall/ Tea Stall. 
3. Mother has won a bottle of jam/ teddy bear. 
4. Tina is having chocolate cupcakes/pizza. 
5. Tina is on the Big Wheel/Roller Coaster. 
6. The man on the bike can make ten/twenty rounds. 



7. She wore it in her white/black bathtub. 
8. She wore her big, black hat to keep her wet/dry. 
9. Mitch the witch looked for her magic book/magic hat. 

    10.     Mitch the witch will fix the roof/hat with her magic spell. 
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